INTRODUCTION
In this paper we give, two results concerning density and scalar concomitants of the antisymmetric tensor T ccJS*»Namely, we determine all the scalar and density concomitants of T in the allowable set obtained by vanishing of a vector Uy3 = = Tqc/J** 3 0, and also we determine all the concomitants which are the powers of a certain form of the third degree. 
DENSITY (SCALAR) CONCOMITANTS OP WEIGHT (-r)
In view of (3) 1st us introduce the following notations»
and Vocfi-A.fi t cc t fi-1,2,3 .
In accordance with ( 
where M^ are the algebraic minors of p^ , and J -det(A$ 0 , oc "8 -1,2,3.
Determining x^ , i'» 1',2 , ,....9' in the new coordinate system (oc) according to (4) , in virtue of (1), (5) 
In view of (5) In virtue of (12) and (21) we get
In accordance with (20) and (22) the system of equations (13) is reduced to the following one (after the reduction we make yet a change of the index 7 into 6): The solution of the system of equations (23) is a function of the class C^ i G » G(x^.xg),which will have different forms for r = 0 and for r / 0.
It can be directly verified that the system of equations (23) is a complete one and its Poisson's brackets are the same as for the system (13)« Now we show how to integrate the system of equations (23) The system of equations (25) has the following first . integrals:
On the basis of a suitable theorem from the theory of partial dififerential equations the general solution of equation (24) has the form: The system of equations (29) 
(by the assumption that + X 3 X 4 ^ On the basic of (35) and (36) we have
whereas Substituting solution (37) into equation (23.7) we obtain ^^ + u 2 /3 2 = 0 .
To equation (38) there corresponds a system of ordinary equations»
The system of equations (39) has the following first integral:
U 1
The general solution of equation (38) has also the form 
It is to be shown -[the formula (74), Section 2J -that is the density of weight (1): -97 -
DENSITY (SCALAR) CONCOMITAHTS "IN THE CLASS OF THE FORMS OF THE THIRD DEGREE
If condition (18) is not fulfilled,the system of equations (13) will be solved in the case where the sought function H(x 1t ...Zg) is the p-th power of a form of the third degree.
Let the sought function .x^) has the form
iV 3# i /.k, 3 4 k.
Substituting function (50) together with its derivatives into equations (13.2),(13.3),(13.4),(13.6),(13.7) and (l3.8)of the system (13) we obtain (after a very complicated calculations) the following conditions 1 Denoting the common value of equality (51) by C,we obtain the following form of the sought function H(x^,...1 H( X1 ,...,X 9 ) = C w ,
where * w X2 X3
x 5 x 6
x 7 x 8 x 9
The detôrminat w is a density of weight (l)j [see formula (74)] .
If r / -1, (in particular, when r = 0), the function H fulfills equations (13.1),(13.5) and (13.9) only for C ® 0,so that H(x 1 ,...,X 9 ) S 0 .
If r = -1,a function of the form (52) fulfills equations (13.1)»(13.5) and (13.9)' for an arbitraryconstant C.
Now we consider the case where the sought concomitant H is the p-th power of the form of third degree,i.e.
where
Aft and A is the arbitrary constant.
Let us consider some cases of a function H of (56):
I.
Let gso, p |i0.
Then H s 0 -fulfilling the system of equations (l3) 
the form
-99
In virtue of (58) we get
Substituting ^ of the form (59) into equations (13*2), (13»3),(13.4),(13.6),(13.7) and (13.8) of the system (13) we obtain the conditions (51 ), while the next a 1 "^ venish.Let us denote the common value of (51) by C. For C = 0 it is again the case of a trivial scalar concomitant.For C / 0, in virtue of the above consideration and formulas (53) and (58), it remains to consider the following form of the sought concomitant Hi
where D « A|C| P and w has the form (53). Let us find what condition is necessary in order that a function H of the form. (60) fulfills remaining equations (13.1), (13.5).and (13.9) of the system (13). In virtue of (59) and (60) 
hence, from the assumption II and lib we get P = -r .
A similar condition result from equation (13.5) and (13.9).On the basis of (60) and (63) we have
If a function H of the form (64) fulfills the system of equations (13), then this system is also fulfilled by the following function 
On the basis of formula (68) and the Cauchy's formula on multiplication of the determinats we get , p , det(Tj. ) -det(A p -JdetUj )det(T|) .
On the basis of a formula similar to (44) in the paper [6] we get
(see also. [7] , P.38, formula 4). Hence, in virtue of (72) and (73) we get det(Tp.') = J~1det(Tp .
On the basis of the above considerations we can state the following theorem.
Theorem-2 ( In three-dimensional space X^ (in class C.|) by satisfying assumption (56) every scalar concomitant of the antisymmetric tensor Tocfif has the form H 5 c, where C is an arbitrary constant. Every density concomitant of weight (-r) has has the form H(x 1t ... t x g ) = I D|w|~r , w/0 , r/O, D/0, (75) where w is defined by formula (53),-6 -by formula (66),and D is an arbitrary constant. Remark.
Seeking in three-dimensional space Ir a density concomitant of weight (-r) of the antisymmetric tensor TocB^in the form 
we obtain in the case r » 0 as well as in r 0, that
